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NEWS RELEASE
'RENAISSANCE MAN' WALTERJ. ONG, S.J.,
TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREE FROM UD
DAYTON, Ohio -In honor of a career of superior scholarly achievement and
commitment to faith and religious life, the University of Dayton will award an honorary doctor
of humanities degree to the Rev. Walter J. Ong, S.J., during his visit to campus to take part in the
Christianity and Literature conference.
The degree will be presented by Brother Raymond L. Fitz., S.M, president of UD, at 10
a.m. Saturday, Oct. 14, in the Immaculate Conception Chapel on campus.
Following the ceremony, Ong will take part in a conference discussion with author and
scholar Wayne Booth called "Conversation on Faith and the Literary Scholar." Booth, a featured
speaker for the conference, is the George M. Pullman distinguished service professor emeritus
at the University of Chicago and author of The Rhetoric of Fiction and The Company We Keep: An

Ethics of Fiction.
The Oct. 13-14 conference, called "Identity and Spirituality: The Ethics of the Articulated
Self in Literature," will bring scholars together to explore topics that range from the English
Renaissance to modem American fiction, from mysticism to anxiety and doubt. Featured poet
for the conference is Pat Mora, author of My Own True Name: New and Selected Poems for Young

Adults, Aunt Carmen's Book of Practical Saints and Agua Santa: Holy Water.
Ong's 51-year career defies singular expression. "He has vast ideas," said Betty
Youngkin, associate professor of English at UD and author of The Contributions of Walter J. Ong

to the Study of Rhetoric: History and Metaphor, a 1995 book. "He's the kind of scholar we call a
generalist or a Renaissance man. He has explored almost every discipline, thinks critically about
them and influences other scholars in the field."
He may be best known for the 1982 book Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the

Word.
"What Walter Ong has done is to articulate a paradigm for looking at the way human
means of communication have changed over the centuries," Youngkin said. "Before writing was
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invented, the only means of communicating was orally, by voice. Then writing allowed for the
development of complex thoughts, thoughts so complex that you have to have a place to store
them because you can't keep them all in your ht:!ad. Scientific theory is not possible without
writing, philosophy is not possible without writing," she said.
"The next step was printing, and we bed:ame more visual in our communication.
Printing enabled democracy, in part because Thomas Paine could print as many books and
pamphlets as he could afford and give American revolutionaries a common reference. It also
gave rise to the importance of reading and writing."
The current phase Ong calls "secondary orality," where the telegraph, telephone and
computers bring writing and speaking together in new ways, Youngkin said. "The word - or
the message -has not been lost, but it has beeh transformed. It was transformed by writing, by
printing and now by electronic inventions."
He's an accomplished literary critic. Ong wrote his master's thesis and, more than 30
years later, one of his greatest books on the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins. "Of all Hopkins'
critics, Ong understands best how poetry can be grounded in a Catholic sense of God's presence
in the world and the possibilities of speech as an act of community," said Brian Conniff,
associate professor of English at UD.
Ong is also known for several popular Works from the 1950s and 1960s that helped
Catholics of the time negotiate a fuller engagement with their religious heritage and
contemporary culture.
"His spiritual core as a Jesuit, a Roman Catholic, a religious interpreter of the modern
world - that is his center and that holds him ih the place from which he can entertain all these
vast ideas," Youngkin said. "He's the foremost example of a Catholic intellectual, a Catholic
scholar."
Ong is the William E. Haren professor emeritus of English at St. Louis University, where
he has been a professor of English since 1959. He received his bachelor's degree from Rockhurst
College, his master's in English and a licentiate in philosophy from St. Louis University and his
doctorate from Harvard University. He is the author of 16 books and dozens of scholarly
articles. His writings have been translated into languages that span the globe, and in 1978 he
served as president of the Modern Language Association, the largest and most prestigious
professional organization in his field.
For more information on the Christianity and Literature conference, call (937) 229-3434.
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